Lockheed Martin succeeds in next gen missile  by unknown
Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd has
developed a new communica-
tions chipset that uses Indium
Phosphide-based high-elec-
tron mobility transistor (InP-
HEMT) technology to enable
50-Gbps operation of a 4:1
multiplexer and 1:4 demulti-
plexer chipset.
Fujitsu’s newly developed
chipset is claimed to be the first
to achieve superior signal quality
and operating margins in full-
rate clocking scheme with
breakthrough low-power con-
sumption of less than 1 watt (or
some 70% lower than conven-
tional technology.)
This technology was recently
presented at the IEEE SSC in
San Francisco.
It was developed to deliver the
40 Gbps throughput levels
required of chips for next-gen-
eration telecommunications,
meeting a world-wide push to
develop new terabit-class opti-
cal communications systems
that will dramatically raise the
existing data transmission
capacity by 10 to 100 times.
To enable such achievements,
wavelength-division multiplex-
ing, which multiplexes multiple
40-Gbps optical signals, is
recognised as an effective
method with a strong demand
for power consumption reduc-
tion of the electrical signal-pro-
cessing circuits that comprise
the system.
Fujitsu’s new technology key
features are: multi-phase clock
technology; optimised voltage
distribution (1.5 volts or half
the conventional requirement
and InP HEMT technology.)
The chipset operates on the
lowest power consumption of
less than 1 watt (a 70% 
reduction from conventional
technology), meanwhile
enabling some 50Gbps of
throughput, more than ade-
quate for 40-Gbps systems.
The 4:1 multiplexer attains the
highest quality signal in terms
of jitter - 284 femtoseconds and
the 1:4 demultiplexer achieves
a clock phase margin of 250o.
By using the newly developed
chipset in 40-Gbps optical com-
munications systems, significant
reduction of overall system
power consumption is 
anticipated.
Fujitsu plans to leverage this
technology to develop circuits
such as 16:1 multiplexers and
1:16 demultiplexers that work
with 2.5-Gbps interfaceto,
offering greater performance
and higher levels of integration
for terabit-class communica-
tion systems.
Fujitsu Labs InP coms chipset
Lockheed Martin has success-
fully demonstrated the ability
of its Joint Common Missile
multi-target warhead and fuse
to penetrate fortified urban tar-
gets, a key requirement of the
US military's next-generation
air-to-ground precision missile.
Testing was performed at the
Redstone Arsenal Technical Test
Center in Huntsville,AL, against
specified Military Operations in
Urban Terrain(MOUT) target for
the JCM missile system.
The series of tests were to
demonstrate performance of
the JCM’s warhead -- including
precursor charge detonation
and main charge penetration
capability -- and operation of
the fuse’s delay timing feature.
The test verified that the
Lockheed Martin JCM system
would successfully detonate
the main warhead inside the
structure, as required.
To deliver the multi-purpose war-
head to its target, the Lockheed
Martin JCM includes a tri-mode
seeker with imaging infrared,
semi-active laser and millimeter
wave radar capabilities for active
and passive “fire-and-forget”and
precision-strike targeting.
This increases crew survivability,
minimising collateral damage.
The JCM has extended range for
standoff engagements-16kms for
rotary-wing and 28km for fixed-
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Lockheed Martin X-35 is a concept
demonstration aircraft of the
JSF(Joint Strike Force). 
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